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Abstract

The method of low-frequency impedance spectroscopy has been successfully applied in Earth sciences to characterize soils and rocks. The method uses the diagnosing power of complex electrical resistivity in a frequency range between 1 mHz and 1 kHz. In our study, the potential of this method has been explored for the investigation of wood. We observed remarkable differences in the resulting spectra of complex resistivity for different European and tropical tree species. The data processing of the acquired low-frequency impedance spectra yields integrating parameters. The comparison of the integrating parameters with the mean pore diameter that has been separately determined for the tropical tree species indicates clear correlations. An additional investigation has revealed remarkable difference in the complex resistivity spectra between oil bearing and non-oil bearing sandal wood. This result and the relations between electrical parameters and structural parameters of wood indicate the prospective potential of low-frequency impedance spectroscopy.
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Introduction

The method and the instrumentation of low-frequency impedance spectroscopy have been developed as a geophysical tool for the application in Earth science. It is an electrical method that operates with galvanic coupling to the target object. It explores the electrical properties as a function of the applied frequency. The frequency dependence of the electrical resistivity or conductivity has proved to be a valuable diagnostic parameter of soils, rocks, (e.g. Olhoeft, 1985; Börner et al., 1996; Kemna et al., 2004, Weller et al., 2010, 2013), and ores (Pelton et al., 1978; Kretschmar, 2001). Polarization effects in the...
material have been identified to be the origin of the frequency dependence of electrical properties. Therefore, the method is usually referred to as Spectral Induced Polarization (SIP) in geophysics.

Considering the successful application in Earth sciences, first experiments have been made to adapt this method to wood and living trees. A variety of publications has shown that conventional electrical methods that ignore the frequency dependence are suitable for different tasks in forestry. Electrical tomographic methods can be used for the investigation of trunks, standing trees and root zones (e.g. Hanskötter, 2003; Nicolotti et al., 2003; Hagrey, 2006, 2007; Guyot et al., 2013).

The classical electrical resistivity methods have been extended considering the frequency dependence and the complex nature of electrical resistivity. The data acquisition, which is restricted to a resistivity amplitude at a single frequency for the conventional electrical methods, is extended to a measurement of impedance as a function of frequency. The electrical impedance provides both amplitude of resistance and phase shift between the current and voltage signal. The increasing amount of data that is collected has to be transferred into more information on the investigated object. Electrical impedance spectroscopy has already been successfully applied for the investigation of the physical properties of wood (Tiitta et al., 2003; Tiitta, 2006), in archaeological prospection (Schleifer et al., 2002; Weller et al., 2006, Weller and Bauerochse, 2013), the non-destructive testing of wood and trees (Martin, 2012; Martin and Günther, 2013), and for the detection of tree roots (Zanetti et al., 2011).

We present the method and instrumentation of low-frequency impedance spectroscopy and show results of recent research concerning the investigation of wood.

Low-Frequency Impedance Spectroscopy

Theory

Low-frequency impedance spectroscopy can be regarded as an extension of the conventional geoelectrical method that is characterized by a single frequency measurement. The impedance as a complex quantity that may be described by amplitude and phase is measured as a function of frequency. Using a configuration factor (dependent on the geometry of the arrangement of current and potential electrodes) the amplitude of the impedance measurement is transferred into resistivity. The phase angle results from the phase lag between current and voltage signal. The complex resistivity $\rho$ is typically measured in a frequency range between 1 mHz and 1 kHz. The amplitude of resistivity $|\rho|$ is measured in $\Omega \cdot m$ and the phase $\phi$ is usually specified in mrad. The resulting spectra of resistivity amplitude and phase are the basis for further interpretation. A quantitative evaluation of the measured spectra can be performed by the fitting of empirical models. A common group of models is based on the Debye model (e.g. Pelton, 1978), which describes the polarization effect as a relaxation process with a time constant $\tau$ and a chargeability $m$. Additionally, the direct current (DC) resistivity $\rho_0$ is determined. The Debye decomposition approach (Nordsiek and Weller, 2008), which we use in this study, considers the complex resistivity spectra as a superposition of many relaxation processes. The amplitude and the phase spectra are transferred into a distribution of individual chargeability and relaxation time. The total chargeability $m_t$ results from the sum of all individual chargeability values and the mean relaxation time $\tau_m$ is the weighted mean of the logarithmic relaxation times.

Experimental setup

Material and Sample Preparation

Cylindrical (20 mm in diameter and 35 to 70 mm in length, dimension error +/- 0.5 mm) or rectangular block shaped (20 mm in edge length and 70 mm in length,
dimension error +/- 0.5 mm) wood samples were cut for the investigations in laboratory. For the European tree species and the sandal wood, the samples were directly cut and measured within three days after felling to keep the original wood moisture. The samples from the tropical wood were cut from seasoned (stored) wood and wetted in tap water before measurements. To investigate the anisotropy of wood, samples in all orientations (axial, radial and tangential) were cut and measured. We confine to the samples in axial direction in this paper.

The pore diameter distribution was determined using a mercury-porosity measuring system for the tropical wood samples.

**Table 1: Parameters of the investigated wood samples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>species</th>
<th>status</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>number of samples</th>
<th>sample shape</th>
<th>orientation</th>
<th>saturated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beech</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>b, c</td>
<td>a, r</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oak</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>~ 300</td>
<td>b, c</td>
<td>a, r</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lime</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>~ 300</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poplar</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>b, c</td>
<td>a, r</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amaranth</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebony</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mahogany</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>b, c</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rosewood</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zebrano</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>african blackwood</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandal</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandal</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Measurement Equipment**

Two different impedance measurement systems were used for the laboratory investigations. The first geophysical system SIP 256C (Radic, 2008) measures the current with the remote unit RRU0 and the voltage difference across the sample with the remote unit RRU2. The second equipment is the high accuracy measurement system SIP-ZEL described in Zimmermann et al. (2008). The samples were placed into a four-electrode sample holder figure 1. An alternating current is injected in the current electrodes $C_1, C_2$. The current flows through a coupling agent (tap water or an agar-agar solution) and the samples. The voltage difference is measured across the wood sample at the potential electrodes $P_1$ and $P_2$. Every sample was measured several times in a frequency range between 1 mHz and 1 kHz resp. 45 kHz. To avoid temperature effects, the sample holders were placed in a conditioning cabinet ensuring a constant temperature of 20°C during the measurements.
Results

European Tree Species

In previously published papers (Martin, 2012; Martin and Günther, 2013), it could be shown that the low-frequency impedance spectroscopy can be successfully applied on wood and standing trees. Our study is focussed on oak wood, but also other tree species were investigated. The results are shown in Figure 2. Clear differences between the four investigated European species (oak (quercus), beech (fagus), lime (tilia) and poplar (populus)) can be seen in the spectra of resistivity amplitude. Poplar wood is characterized by the lowest resistivity amplitude (~ 10 ωm) followed by lime wood. Oak and beech wood indicate high resistivity amplitude (~ 200 ωm) but a different behaviour of the phase spectra. While beech wood shows a phase maximum of around 20 mrad for a frequency of 0.8 Hz, oak is characterized by a higher phase maximum (~ 25 mrad) for a much lower frequency (0.01 Hz). Poplar wood indicates the highest phase maximum with almost 40 mrad at a phase peak frequency of ~ 0.05 Hz. Lime and beech wood show a similar behavior in both amplitude and phase spectra.

Figure 2: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of electrical resistivity from measurements at European tree species oak (quercus), beech (fagus), lime (tilia) and poplar (populus). Clear differences between the species can be seen. The error bars indicated for the phase are lower than 0.7 mrad.
Tropical Wood

Due to the different climate conditions, the structure of tropical wood differs from European tree species. As a result, the signature of the complex resistivity changes. Big differences can be seen within the tropical wood species (Figure 3). African Blackwood (*Dalbergia melanoxylon*) shows the highest resistivity amplitude but the lowest phase effect. In contrast to amaranth (*Amaranthus*) wood that shows medium resistivity amplitude (~100 Ωm) but very high phase values (up to 140 mrad) for very low frequencies (<0.001 Hz). Ebony wood (*Diospyros*) and mahogany wood (*Swietenia*) are characterized by high phases (~60 mrad resp. >40 mrad) at very low frequencies.

The spectra of the measurements were analyzed by the Debye decomposition. The mean pore diameter $D_m$ was determined by mercury injection porosimetry (after Klobes et al., 2006). In Figure 4, the mean pore diameter $D_m$ for each tree species is plotted versus the mean relaxation time $\tau_m$ (left), versus the normalized chargeability $m_t$ (middle) and the DC resistivity $\rho_0$ (right). We observe clear trends between the mean pore diameter of the tropical wood species and the integrating parameters of the Debye decomposition. The mean relaxation time and the normalized chargeability increase with increasing mean pore diameter but the DC resistivity decreases. The strongest correlation is observed for the relation between the normalized chargeability and the mean pore diameter with a coefficient of determination of $R^2=0.56$.

![Figure 3: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of electrical resistivity measured at tropical wood samples. The error bars indicated for the phase are lower than 1.1 mrad.](image_url)
Figure 4: Comparison of mean pore diameter $D_m$ with Debye parameters: a) mean relaxation time $\tau_m$, - coefficient of determination $R^2 = 0.24$, b) normalized chargeability $m_t$ ($R^2 = 0.56$) and c) DC resistivity $\rho_0$ ($R^2 = 0.46$)

**Sandal Wood (Santalum Album)**

A further experiment was performed on samples of sandal wood (Santalum album) in a different state. Adult sandal wood causes often an accumulation of oils in the heartwood. Figure 5 displays the amplitude and phase spectra of electrical resistivity of both healthy samples and oil-bearing samples. The differences in the resistivity amplitude between healthy and oil-bearing samples are rather weak. A remarkable differentiation is observed in the phase spectra at frequencies below $f = 0.5$ Hz. The healthy sandal wood is only weakly polarizable (phase $\sim 10$ mrad) whereas the infected parts indicate maximum phase values between 30 mrad and 42 mrad at $f = 0.02$ Hz.

---

Discussion

The results from the European tree species show a remarkable variation between the different species. In our study, poplar wood was identified to be both the most conductive (low resistivity amplitude) and the most polarizable (high phase shift) material. The high conductivity may be caused by a stronger ion concentration of the intercellular fluids. The cell structure and the wood design cause a membrane effect that is related to polarization. Oak wood and beech wood show similar values for the resistivity amplitude but the phase signature is different. The maximum phase lag for oak wood is located at much lower frequencies (~0.01 Hz) than for beech wood (~1 Hz). The shift of the phase peak indicates differences in geometry and structure of the wooden cells.

Regarding African Blackwood and amaranth wood, strong differences can be observed for tropical wood species, too. African Blackwood wood shows the highest resistivity amplitude and almost no phase effect (constant phase). The highest phase lag is observed for amaranth wood with remarkable >140 mrad at very low frequencies (<0.001 Hz) but the resistivity amplitude remains at low level. The frequency of the phase peak is identified to be the most significant difference between European species and tropical wood species. We observed the phase peak for almost all tropical wood species definitely at lower frequencies in comparison with the phase peak of the European wood species. The reason for that seems to be the visible different internal wood structure.

Despite all differences between the varying tropical wood species, the results from the Debye decomposition show a kind of power-law-relations between mean pore diameter and all integration parameters of the Debye decomposition. We found that the relaxation time (outlier: amaranth) and the normalized chargeability increase with the mean pore diameter. DC resistivity decreases with the mean pore diameter. Due to the observed correlation between mean pore diameter and the integrating parameters of the Debye decomposition, it might be possible to derive information on the pore diameter respectively information about the condition of the wood cell directly from the low-frequency impedance spectra.

Differences between oil-bearing and non-oil-bearing sandal wood are observed in the
phase spectra. The indication of valuable oil-bearing wood is identified as a potential field of application for the low-frequency impedance spectroscopy. It should be noted that the complex resistivity spectra of fungi-infected wood samples show much lower phases for the infected wood compared to the healthy wood samples (Martin, 2012). The reduction in phase shift was attributed to the destruction of the polarizable wood cell structure. The sandal wood indicates an inverse effect. An increase of the phase shift is observed for the infected wood samples. We assumed that the interface between oil and wood might cause a stronger polarization.

Summary and Conclusions

Low-frequency spectroscopy shows a considerable potential for the investigation of trees and wood. We identified the following fields of application:

• Non-destructive testing of trees e.g. for the stability of trees in public areas. Differentiation between healthy and infected wood within standing trees.
• Information about the integrated pore volume or the condition of the wood cells of living trees.
• Determination of oil-bearing wood for sandal wood trees. Information about maturation and therefore a diagnosis to the best time for felling.
• Characterization of different tropical wood species.

Despite all investigations carried out so far, a lot of research has still to be done. The relationship between the low-frequency complex resistivity signature and the internal wood structure has to be analyzed in more detail. A comparison between the results of low-frequency impedance spectroscopy and other structure resolving methods like microscope, scanning electron microscope (SEM), chemical analysis, and acoustic methods, are indispensable. The low-frequency impedance spectroscopy offers the potential to be a promising additional tool for the investigation of wood and trees.
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